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Abstract: We evaluate improvement in the performance of the optical transmission systems
operating with the continuous nonlinear Fourier spectrum by the artificial neural network
equalisers installed at the receiver end. We propose here a novel equaliser designs based on
bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) gated recurrent neural network and compare their
performance with the equaliser based on several fully connected layers. The proposed approach
accounts for the correlations between different nonlinear spectral components. The application
of BLSTM equaliser leads to a 16x improvement in terms of bit-error rate (BER) compared
to the non-equalised case. The proposed equaliser makes it possible to reach the data rate of
170 Gbit/s for one polarisation conventional nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT) based system
at 1000 km distance. We show that our new BLSTM equalisers significantly outperform the
previously proposed scheme based on a feed-forward fully connected neural network. Moreover,
we demonstrate that by adding a 1D convolutional layer for the data pre-processing before BLSTM
recurrent layers, we can further enhance the performance of the BLSTM equaliser, reaching 23x
BER improvement for the 170 Gbit/s system over 1000 km, staying below the 7% forward error
correction hard decision threshold (HD-FEC).
Published by The Optical Society under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 License. Further
distribution of this work must maintain attribution to the author(s) and the published article’s title, journal
citation, and DOI.
1. Introduction
Constantly increasing demand for capacity of optical communication systems incites active
studies to reach the data rates higher than those provided by the current-generation systems
[1–3]. There are various factors limiting the performance of modern optical communication
systems. In this work we mostly focus on the mitigation of optical signal distortions by fibre
nonlinearity, however, our approach can be expanded for compensation of other impairments.
The nonlinearity of the optical fibre is often considered to be one of the most challenging factor
degrading the performance of optical long-haul lines due to the nonlinear cross-talk between
different frequency components [1]. The nonlinearity compensation and mitigation methods
have been (and continue to be) the active research area over the last decade [3,4]. Among
the multiple alternative techniques, the nonlinear Fourier transform (NFT) signal processing
methods and the transmission techniques dealing with nonlinear Fourier (NF) modes, have
recently attracted a great deal of attention [5–7]. The main benefit of using the NFT-based
processing in optical communication is the effective linearisation of the signal evolution within
the idealised single-mode fibre model, where the propagation of light along the latter is assumed
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to be well-approximated by the lossless nonlinear Schrödinger equation (NLS). The linear
decoupled evolution of nonlinear modes inside the NF domain allows us to utilise the efficient
solutions and modulation methods developed for linear communication, in order to improve
system’s performance [8]. Unfortunately, the properties of optical fibre in realistic systems deviate
from the description rendered by the idealised model that matches exactly the NFT processing
operations. In particular, the NLS with the account of non-uniform gain-loss profile and noise
is no longer exactly solvable by the NFT approach. This leads to the channel and processing
mismatch, resulting in eventual system’s performance degradation [9–11]. We note that the
properties of noise that gets projected onto the NF domain and becomes different compared to its
time-domain progenitor, are rather nontrivial [9,12]. Therefore, it is interesting to examine in the
NFT-based systems new designs of additional equaliser that can mitigate the data corruptions
due to deviations from the ideal integrable models. This work investigates the efficiency of
such equalisers utilising artificial neural networks (NN) of two types: the feed-forward and
bidirectional long short-term memory (BLSTM) gated recurrent NN approaches which are used
to deal with the noise and NFT processing impairments affecting the quality of data transition
inside the NF domain.
Machine learning (ML) methods are nowadays recognised as a promising tool for the mitigation
of a variety of signal distortions in fibre-optic communications [13–15], including NFT-based
systems [16–21]. In our previous works, we applied several ML techniques in NFT-based optical
transmission systems for received constellation points labelling using classification [22–24]
and regression [24,25], with the goal of system’s performance improvement. In particular, the
ML methods for classification have been used to distinguish the received symbols, effectively
creating new nonlinear hard-decision boundaries [22,23]. We used several supervised methods
such as feed-forward neural networks (FFNN), k-nearest neighbours, support vector machines,
and the unsupervised k-means clustering method. However, the classification approach is
failing in the case when we have the intersection of clouds in the received constellation [24].
For this case, we have already shown that, in order to attain the higher performance gain, we
can employ the FFNN-based equaliser directly to the received nonlinear spectrum (NS) after
dispersion compensation: such a technique renders much better equalisation results [24]. It was
demonstrated that the NF spectral equaliser can be used for the de-noising of received NS, giving
the performance improvement of almost one order of magnitude in terms of BER. One of the
benefits of that equaliser type was its relative training simplicity. However, for the high-rate
systems with very poor performance metrics (e.g. when the noise significantly corrupted the
initial data), the FFNN-based equaliser [24] was not able to decrease the BER below the desired
7% HD-FEC threshold 3.8 × 10−3 [26]. At the same time, we note that the obvious disadvantage
of FFNN for the sequential data is that it does not share the features obtained along the data
processing. Nonetheless, when using the recurrent neural networks (RNN), the outputs from
neighbouring taps are used as the input to the network processing a given tap, thus adding “a
state” or “a memory” to the network. The latter feature allows the processing devise to reveal
a complicated correlated behaviour of the input symbol sequences [27]. This capability of the
RNN is, in particular, useful in dealing with the stochastic memory ensuing from the impact
of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) noise projected onto the NF domain [9,12,28]
and (possibly) coupling with other channel impairments [11]. We also note that, due to their
capability of handling memory effects, various RNN based techniques have recently become
a subject of high interest for the nonlinearity compensation in different optical fibre systems
[29,30].
Here, we extend the approach presented in [24], by employing the NN directly to the continuous
NS (carrying our information) at the receiver of NFT-based system, see Fig. 1 for the schematic
of the transmission system. Similar to Ref. [24], we use several NS taps for the equlisation; in
some respect, it is related to the approach used in Ref. [19], where, however, the components of
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continuous NS part were used to help retrieving the discrete NS components. In this work we adopt
the BLSTM gated RNN for the received NS equalisation. Note that the BLSTM-based equalisers
have recently been successfully applied for impairments compensation of “conventional” optical
transmission systems [31,32], and here we extend this approach to the NFT systems. The BLSTM
RNN accounts for the correlations in the nonlinear spectrum. At the same time, the utilisation of
convolutional neural network (CNN) can help extracting the data mapped onto the NS of the
signal. The reason for the latter is that our data carrying symbols are mapped on the Fourier
components of the NS [see Eq. (4) below] which needs to be retrieved by using the appropriate
matched filtering. Therefore, in order to improve the system’s performance, we also propose a
more advanced equaliser based on the hybrid NN that is made up of a stack of 1D convolutional
and BLSTM layers. The performance of FFNN and BLSTM-based equalisers are compared in
terms of achieved BER for different signal powers. We also anticipate that this performance
improving method can be applicable for the equalisation of a wide range of systems dealing with
continuous NS modulation.
Fig. 1. The schematic of the NFT optical communication system with NN-based equaliser
represented by the peach coloured block. For more detailed description see, e.g., Ref. [7,
Fig. 2].
2. NFT-based optical communication systems
The propagation of the slow-varying one polarisation envelope q(z, t) of the electromagnetic field
along the optical fibre in the path-averaged approximation (see e.g. [10]) with the account of




qtt + γq|q|2 = η(z, t), (1)
here z is the distance along the fibre, t represents the retarded time in the frame co-moving
with the envelope, and η describes the ASE noise. We consider the so-called focusing type
of the NLS referring to anomalous dispersion with β2<0, related to the standard single-mode
fibre with β2 ≈ −22 ps2/km at the attenuation minimum [33]. The coefficient γ characterises
Kerr nonlinearity, with the typical value γ = 1.27 W/km. The noise term η(z, t) represents
the impact of the ASE, modelled as an additive white Gaussian noise process with zero mean
and ⟨η(z, t)η∗(z′, t′)⟩ = Γδ(z − z′)δ(t − t′) (⟨. . .⟩ stands for averaging), with the typical power
spectral density Γ = 6.6 · 10−21 W/GHz/km. The NFT operations are traditionally applied for
the normalised signals, so for the intermediate computations we use the common normalisation


















and set the T0 = 0.9 ns, thus arriving at the normalised NLS. Note that the values of parameters
(γ, in particular) are effectively altered if we consider the approximate path-averaged NLS for
lumped amplification schemes [10] or non-uniform Raman amplification [34].
The main idea of the NFT is that the signal can be unequivocally represented by the nonlinear
spectrum components that evolve in the trivial and decoupled manner. To obtain the NS
corresponding to a signal one needs to perform the forward NFT operation via solving the
so-called Zakharov-Shabat system of ordinary linear differential equations [35] defined for the
pair of auxiliary functions ϕ1,2(t) [35]:
dϕ1
dt
= q(t) ϕ2 − iξϕ1 ,
dϕ2
dt
= −q∗(t) ϕ1 + iξϕ2 . (2)
Here ξ is a (generally complex) spectral parameter, the nonlinear analogue of conventional
Fourier frequency, and q(t) is the signal to decompose (we omitted the explicit dependence on
distance z); the asterisk means the complex conjugation. In the NFT-based transmission methods,
the information-bearing signal is surrounded by the zero-padding guard intervals usually taken
equal to the linear dispersion-induced memory [8]. So we assume that our signals are of a finite
support and we operate in a burst mode [6–8]. In this paper we employ only the continuous NF
spectrum similar to the systems considered in Refs. [8,9,12,34,36,37], and no discrete spectrum
(soliton modes) is present, so that the parameter ξ is assumed real. For the forward NFT operation,
we define a special solution of Eq. (2), Φ(t, ξ) = [ϕ1, ϕ2]T , with the “initial” condition at the
trailing end of the pulse (assumed here to be at t = 0): Φ|t=0 = [1, 0]T . Then, the solution at the
leading end of the burst at t = T must necessarily take the form: Φt=T = [a(ξ)e−iξT , b(ξ)eiξT ]T ,
where the functions a(ξ) and b(ξ) are called scattering coefficients and constitute the core of
NFT-based pulse decomposition. The continuous part of the nonlinear spectrum is defined by
the ratio of these scattering coefficients:
r(ξ) = b(ξ)/a(ξ),
widely known as the reflection coefficient; we shall refer to it simply as NS. The expression for
r(ξ, L) at the receiver placed at distance L is quite simple:
r(ξ, z = L) = e4iξ
2Lr(ξ, z = 0). (3)
Within our NFT-based transmission system, we modulate input data using the parameters of the
NS r(ξ). The inverse NFT stage is used to produce the time-domain waveform at Tx that is then
launched into the fibre; we do not present the mathematical of inverse NFT details here, see
more in Ref. [6]. In our work we use fast NFT and INFT algorithms developed by Wahls and
collaborators [38]. We note that, in general, it is possible to use both eigenvalues and continuous
spectrum as data carriers [7,39], but we do not address such systems here.
In this work, we use only the continuous part of the nonlinear spectrum as a data carrier,
modulating r(ξ) directly, as it was done in, e.g., Refs. [8,9,11,12,36,37], including the experimental
demonstrations of the approach’s feasibility [7,40–42]. We choose the Fourier image of the
exponential-based orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) modulation format [43]
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with Nsc = 512 sub-carriers in the nonlinear continuous spectrum:
r(ξ, z = 0) =
Nsc/2∑︂
k=−Nsc/2
ck sinc(2ξ − k), (4)
where the information-bearing coefficients ck are picked from the QAM alphabet. The transmission
is implemented in a burst mode, where the full temporal support of a single symbol (burst) is
18 ns. Then, the achievable data rate for our system is 170 Gbit/s for 64-QAM, accounting the
dispersion-broadening memory included into the overall burst length. This additional guard
interval for preventing inter-symbol interference is chosen based on the dispersion-induced signal
broadening according to the relation
Tg ≈ 2πBL|β2 | (5)
where B is the total signal bandwidth. A 1000 km experiment where the fibre is numerically
simulated using split-step Fourier transform has been carried out. The ASE noise is added along
the link in a distributed way. The simulation bandwidth is 1.4 THz.
Here we notice that in our current research we do not account for the effects emerging from
realistic distributed or lumped amplification, because in our proof-of-concept study we aim at
addressing the question: how the advanced NN-based equalisation would help with the main
degrading factors affecting the NFT transmission performance, in particular, the interplay of
noise and dispersion [44,45], and the corruptions emerging due to the finite accuracy of NFT
processing [12,28,46]. Evidently, all these effects are present if we address the simplified model
based on Eq. (1) with zero gain-loss profile, and use some standard NFT processing methods. At
the same time, we argue that the validity of the equalisation methods described below will stay in
force if we address more realistic systems with the non-zero gain-loss budget, or if we account
for some other (say, component-induced) impairments. But for a more realistic scenario the
retraining of the NNs using the corrupted nonlinear spectra (or even some moderate modifications
of the NNs structure) can be important for our getting good improvement numbers.
3. Feed-forward neural network-based equaliser
Prior to applying the FFNN equaliser (Fig. 2), we estimate the performance of considered
NFT-based communication system without the NN equalization. To detect received symbols,
the complex plane of received ck from Eq. (4) is divided into a square grid, and the symbols
located in the wrong cell are identified as errors, incrementing BER’s numerator. This detection
scheme is referred to as "without equalisation" further in the text to reflect the absence of machine
learning-based processing. In addition, we apply a rotation to the received constellation, meaning
the uniform rotation of the whole constellation combined with our "without equalisation" scheme.
The scheme is called "with constellation rotation" in the text. It can be seen from Fig. 3(a),
the purple curve, that through "unequlised" detection scheme we obtain the BER values that
are much higher than the HD-FEC threshold for the signal powers around the optimal value.
The rotation of the constellation as a whole results in only minor improvement of the system
performance: the cyan line in Fig. 3(a).
Now we turn to evaluating the transmission improvements provided by the NN-based equalisers.
We start from analysis of a fully connected FFNN equaliser, the structure of which is similar to
the previously considered one in Ref. [24], but now we also address the scenario when we have
a higher number of nodes and layers. The schematic of the FFNN equaliser is given in Fig. 2.
In particular, we employ the FFNN with 4 hidden layers with 96 nodes in each hidden layer or
more advanced structure having 5 hidden layers with 256 nodes in each hidden layer. Then we
compare the performance of the FFNN-based equalisers having a different number of hidden
layers and nodes in them.
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Fig. 2. The schematic of the feed-forward NN -based equaliser. In our work we present the
results for the fully connected FFNN equalisers with 4 and 5 hidden layers, with 96 and 256
nodes in each layer, correspondingly.
Fig. 3. (a) BER vs power w/o equalisation (the purple curve), with constellation rotation as
a whole (cyan curve), and applying the FFNNs with different structure for the equalisation
of the received spectrum, the yellow (96 nodes), and green (256 nodes) curves. The number
of taps from each side of the NS sample of interest used for the FFNN-based equalisation is
44 for both curves. (b) BER as a function of the number of neighbouring taps for the NN
equalisation for two network configurations at the optimal power (-18.4 dBm). The data rate
is 170 Gbit/s, propagation distance 1000 km. The horizontal black dashed line represents
the 7% HD-FEC threshold.
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When dealing with the NN equalisers, we use the samples picked from the received continuous
NS as an input for the NN. During the NN model training stage, the received NS is mapped onto
the transmitted NS. Next, the trained FFNN model is used for the equalisation of the received NS
for the test case. The distributed optical noise and the numerical processing noise emerging from
NFT processing [12] both contribute to effective cross-talk and lead to the emerging correlations
between the nonlinear spectrum components [9,12]. An important part of our approach is that this
correlation between the nonlinear spectrum components is taken into account, similarly to [24]
where we performed a multi-tap equalisation, see the left pane of Fig. 2. It is worth mentioning
that this memory is not the channel memory which is taken care of by inserting temporal
guard intervals between consecutive NFT “super-symbols” (each containing hundreds of QAM
symbols), but the effective memory resulting from the NFT processing-induced impairments (i.e.
the finite accuracy of the numerical NFT operation) and the mismatch between the true channel
and NFT processing due to the presence of noise. When we equalise a sample from the spectrum,
we simultaneously process up to 49 nearest elements (NS taps) at each side of the NS sample of
interest. The number of nodes in the input layer is 2(Nneigh + 1), where Nneigh is the number of
taps that we take into account.
In this paper, for the NN implementation we employ the end-to-end open-source machine
learning platform Tensorflow [47] with Keras [48] application programming interface. The FFNN
was trained using Nesterov-accelerated adaptive moment estimation (NADAM) [49] optimisation
algorithm. We use the leaky rectified linear unit (leaky ReLU) activation function because, as our
tests showed, it provides a better performance than the ordinary ReLU, exponential linear unit
(ELU) [50] and hyperbolic tangent activation functions. The real and imaginary parts of each
spectrum point at the input (output) are considered as separate nodes, see the left (right) ends of
Fig. 2. To create the input feature vector to the FFNN, we take the received NS sample of interest
along with its Nneigh neighbours from both sides. Thus, the input feature vector is represented as
the overlapping sub-sequences of the elements of received NS. Such sub-sequences created from
real and imaginary parts of the NS are concatenated to be fed into the FFNN. The feature vectors
from different noise and data realisations of the training sets are interleaved and shuffled before
the training. During the training the input vectors are considered to be independent. Such a way
of preparing the sequential feature vectors can be called a “sliding window with mixing”. The
training set was generated by 8× 103 realisations of in-line noise (it is the number of independent
runs), and another 1.2 × 103 noise realisations were used for our making up a validation set.
Such numbers of independent runs used to generate the training (validation) sets provide us with
4.7 × 106 (0.7 × 106) pairs of target and input vectors for the training (validation). For evaluating
the performance of equalisers, in the paper we use the distinct test set that consists of 31 × 103
in-line noise realisations (giving us 18 × 106 input-output pairs). The training is performed
separately for each signal power.
The resulting BER vs power dependencies for the FFNN constructed from either 4 hidden
layers each with 96 nodes or 5 hidden layers each with 256 nodes, are shown in Fig. 3(a) by yellow
and green curves, respectively. It can be seen that the FFNN with 5 hidden layers outperforms the
simpler NN. At the optimal power, the largest FFNN renders the BER value 4.2 × 10−3, which is
close to the HD-FEC threshold, but still above it. The dependence of system performance as a
function of the number of processing taps that we take for the equalisation, is shown in Fig. 3(b).
It can be seen from the figure that the performance is increasing with the growth of the number
of neighbours up to a certain value that corresponds to the effective NS correlation length.
We observed that the further increase in the number of layers and neurons in hidden layers
up to ∼ 500 did not provide any noticeable performance improvement. We also checked the
possible effect of introducing a big difference in the number of neurons in the hidden layers. We
considered the FFNN structure that consists of six hidden layers with a gradually decreasing
number of neurons: three layers of 512, followed by layers with 256, 128, and 64 neurons. This
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FFNN model also did not provide any considerable BER improvement, giving the BER value at
the optimal power point 4.4 × 10−3.
To estimate the computational complexity of the NN equaliser we can compute the number
of multiplications required for processing of one element (tap) of a nonlinear spectra. For the
equalisers presented in the paper equalisation of one tap corresponds to a processing of a sequence
constructed of equalising tap and its neighbours from both sides. Concretely, for FFNN with N
hidden layers number of multiplications can be computed as
∑︁N
i=0 nini+1, where ni is the number
of nodes in the layer i, n0 and nN+1 correspond to the input layer and output layers respectively.
It is seen that complexity of FFNN-based eqalizer is proportional to the number of weights.
Processing of one element of nonlinear spectrum by FFNN-based equaliser consisting of 5 hidden
layers and 256 nodes in each layers and taking into account 44 taps from both sides, that showed
the best performance [green lines in Fig. 3(b)], requires about 3.8 × 105 multiplications.
We conclude that the considered FFNN-based equaliser can provide decent improvement in the
performance, though, this scheme is not optimal for the considered communication system. Now
we set the stage for the main point of the paper: the application of the RNN-based equalisation to
the received NS.
4. Equaliser is based on long short-term memory gated recurrent neural net-
work
The FFNN considered in the previous section can be regarded as the approximation of a nonlinear
function defining the mapping from the received spectra to the transmitted one. The nonlinear
spectral sample of interest and its neighbours are used as inputs of the FFNN, meaning that the
particular interrelations between the NS components are not taking into account. The result
of the FFNN equalisation depends on the values of the input (the received NS samples) and is
determined only by the FFNN weights values. Moreover, we can only feed the real and imaginary
parts of the NS to the FFNN as a stack, i.e. during current tap processing the FFNN is not taking
into account the result of processing of the previous (or next) taps in the input sample.
Therefore, we apply now the bidirectional RNNs that render us the opportunity to account
the result of processing previous (next) tap while equalising the current tap when learning the
mapping function from the received to transmitted NS. Moreover, the RNNs are able to operate
with multivariate data. This allows us to feed to the RNN-equaliser with the real and imaginary
parts of NS jointly.
In particular, the long short-term memory (LSTM) [51] is a special type of RNN that is capable
of learning long-term sequential dependencies and overcoming vanishing gradient or exploding
gradient problems that are inherent to ordinary RNNs [52]. In this section, we consider two new
equaliser designs based on the LSTM RNNs. We employ the LSTM realisation from Keras that
utilises a forget gate [53]. In order to take advantage of the fast cuDNN implementation for RNN
training we left default tanh and sigmoid as non-gate and recurrent (gate) activation functions,
respectively. The schematic of the new equalisers is given in Fig. 4. As in the previous section,
we fed the received NS to the equaliser, taking into account several neighbours from both sides of
the NS element of interest. But, unlike the case of the FFNN equaliser, we fed the imaginary and
real parts of the spectra simultaneously as a multivariate sequence with two variables. The main
part of the equaliser is the gated RNN stacked of two bidirectional LSTM (BLSTM) layers with
96 nodes in each layer. Here for the BLSTM training we employ, as same as in previous section,
the NADAM optimisation algorithm to minimize the loss. During the spectra equalisation, the
RNN can extract the sequential features from one tap to the next (and to the previous in the
forward direction of BLSTM). Therefore, we expected that such an equaliser can outperform the
FFNN operating with a stack of data without understanding the interrelation or ordering among
the data points. Then, with the aim to improve the BLSTM equaliser performance, we add a 1D
convolutional layer (the optional 1D convolutional layer in Fig. 4) before the BLSTM layers.
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The 1D CNN works as a filter to extract features from the NS. Actually, the hybrid NN obtained
by combination of CNN and LSTM are well-known to work efficiently for, e.g., the problems of
named entity recognition in language processing [54], visual recognition and description [55],
and rare sound event detection [56]. Such that we naturally expected to have a better performance
as a result of our adding the 1D CNN. We utilise only one 1D convolutional layer consisting
of 64 filters, without using any nonlinear activation functions and max-pooling layers. The
dimensionality of input multivariate sequence to BLSTM changes from 2 (corresponding to the
real and imaginary parts of the NS sample) to 64 (the number of convolutional filters). The
output layer is a fully connected feed-forward layer with two nodes for the real and imaginary
parts of an equalised NS sample. As the output of the network we have an equalised NS sample,
the same as we had in the previous section.
Fig. 4. The schematic of the spectra equaliser implemented as a 1D CNN layer combined
with the BLSTM. As the inputs to the NN we take the received NS samples using a sliding
window. The output of the NN is an equalised NS element.
The performance evaluation of the proposed BLSTM equalisers, i.e. the effective BER after
the equalisation vs the input power, is shown in Fig. 4. For the case of the “pure” BLSTM RNN
without the CNN, the respective BER vs power dependence for the equalised system is presented
in Fig. 5(a) by the red curve. It can be seen that the equaliser reduces the BER value below
the desirable 7% HD-FEC level for optimal power values. However, this is achieved only for a
narrow range of optimal powers.
In order to decrease BER further, we added a 1D convolutional layer combining it with the
BLSTM layers, the respective BER vs power is shown by a blue curve in Fig. 5(a). As expected,
the convolution layer allows improving the BER value further expanding acceptable power
window in the vicinity of the optimal point. The above-discussed curves in Fig. 5(a) were
obtained by utilizing of 16 neighbours from both sides, the number which allowed us to train the
resulting NNs fast enough.
In Fig. 5(b) we demonstrate that by increasing the number of neighbours for the BLSTM and
1D CNN - BLSTM equalisers we can reduce the obtained BER values. However, unfortunately,
feeding the BLSTM with the sequences longer than 33 samples (16 neighbouring taps) resulted in
unstable model training. For the bigger number of taps the training behaviour became irregular,
so we leave the question of finding the minimum in the dependencies shown in Fig. 5(b) for some
future studies. We note here that the loss landscape for NNs is often non-convex with multiple
local minima and maxima [57], and the model tends to get stuck into some local minimum during
the training. We reached the training minimum for 16 neighbours relatively quickly, while the
same procedure for 20 neighbours (the last points on both curves in Fig. 5) required much more
time. Thus, we used 16 neighbouring taps for the BLSTM and CNN - BLSTM equalisation, the
results of which is presented in Fig. 5(a), to avoid lengthy computations.
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Fig. 5. (a) BER vs power, without equalisation (purple curve), with constellation rotation
as a whole (cyan curve), with BLSTM RNN equalisation (red curve) and 1D CNN - BLSTM
RNN equalisation (blue curve). Number of considered neighbours from each side of the
NS element during equalisation is 16. (b) BER as a function of the number of neighbours
(taps) used in the NN equalisation for the optimal power (-18.4 dBm). The data rate is 170
Gbit/s, propagation distance 1000 km. Horizontal black dashed line indicates the 7% HD
FEC threshold.
In Fig. 6 we present the resulting constellations of the received symbols before and after the
described NN-based equalisation. The transmitted symbols are marked with red, and the received
symbols are blue. The received symbols are shown in Fig. 6(a) while the equalised symbols using
the FFNN are depicted in Fig. 6(b). The equalised symbols as the result of applying BLSTM and
CNN - BLSTM are shown in Fig. 6(c) and Fig. 6(d), respectively, which demonstrate a clear
advantage of the CNN - BLSTM equaliser in restoring the transmitted symbols.
Finally, let us briefly turn to the processing complexity per sample by the BLSTM and 1D
CNN - BLSTM architectures. The number of multiplications required for the processing of
the sequence of the length l and dimensionality ni by standard bidirectional LSTM layer [58]
is 2l[4n2c + 4ninc + 3nc], where nc is the number of LSTM memory cells and the number of
multiplications is proportional to the number of weights [51]. The complexity of one 1D
convolutional layer per sequence of length l and dimensionality d (that is equal to 2 in our case)
in the case of no padding can be estimated as kdf (l − (k − 1)), where k is the size of the filter
and f is the number of filters. The total complexity of the equalizer is a sum of multiplications
related to all layers including the output fully-connected layer. The number of multiplications
required for processing of the sample length accounting for 16 neighbouring taps from both
sides [presented by blue and red curves at Fig. 5(a)] by above described BLSTM and 1D CNN -
BLSTM equalisers is about 9.8 × 106 and 10.4 × 106 respectively. Therefore, while BLSTM and
1D CNN - BLSTM equalisers provide better performance in terms of BER, they have higher
computational complexity comparing to FFNN-based equaliser that should be taken into account
while choosing appropriate model.
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Fig. 6. Received constellation symbols a) without equalisation, b) after the FFNN-based
equaliser consisting of four hidden layers with 96 nodes in each layer, (c) after the BLSTM
equaliser with two bidirectional LSTM hidden layers with 96 nodes in each, and (d) after the
1D CNN - BLSTM hybrid NN equaliser. All constellations are at the launch power of -18.4
dBm for 170 Gbit/s NFT-based transmission.
5. Conclusion
To sum up, in this paper we addressed the question of how we can improve the performance
of the NFT-based optical transmission systems and make them more robust in the practical
environment. The signal transmission using NFT-based systems is degraded due to a mismatch
between the real channel (first of all, ASE noise) and the NFT processing operations that assume
the ideal integrable model. With this, near the optimum point, the performance of NFT systems
is also heavily affected by the finite accuracy of the NFT processing operations themselves,
resulting in the eventual decrease of the quality metrics as functions of power. In this work we
designed two novel NN-based equalisers (and examined in detail the performance of a previously
proposed NN architecture) that improve the quality of the NFT-based transmission systems based
on the modulation of the continuous part of NS. The equalisers were applied to the received
NS. Several taps of the NS have been processed jointly to account for the memory effects. We
compared the performance improvement rendered by the FFNN, BLSTM, and 1D CNN - BLSTM
equalisers. Our findings demonstrate that the proposed new type of equalisers based on the
RNNs can noticeably outperform the FFNN equaliser. We achieved a 16x BER performance
improvement with the equaliser based on the RNNs with two bidirectional LSTM layers and a
23x BER improvement with the equaliser based on hybrid 1D CNN - BLSTM for a 170 Gbit/s
NFT communication system, up to 1000 km propagation distance. However, we also observed
some challenges in training the complicated NN structures involving the BLSTM part, such that
we were not able to reach the minimum in the BER as a function of neighbouring taps. Therefore,
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we believe that our approach has the potential to deliver even more improvement when combined
with additional regularisations and optimisations.
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